AWATERE VALLEY, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
Beneath the towering peak of Mt. Tapuae-o-Uenuku, where early settlers
crossed the fast-flowing Awatere River, our distinct riverside vineyards
produce wines of intense varietal character and vibrant acidity.
Sustainably grown in the premium sub-region of the Awatere Valley, The
Crossings range of wines are a pure and elegant expression of Marlborough.

THE CROSSINGS WILD PINOT NOIR 2017
This hand-picked Pinot Noir was harvested to an aged cuve for fermentation with 20%
whole bunch. When alcoholic ferment completed, the wine was drained to French
barriques for malolactic fermentation where it remained for 18 months and then
filtered prior to bottling. The resulting wine is intensely perfumed with a fullness to it
yet exudes elegance and grace. It’s very alive on the palate with perfectly balanced
tannins and acid. Enjoy with duck, venison and mushroom based dishes.

Viticulture & Winemaking
The 2017 growing season in the Awatere Valley was fairly cool and we experienced
high winds in the months leading into harvest. These conditions produced very
small Pinot Noir berries with thick vibrant skins. The resulting wine has incredibly
concentrated flavours and depth of structure, but also a lovely elegance from the
more moderate alcohols coming from the cool growing season. Our Pinot Noir
was harvested in excellent condition and the resulting wine shows the wonderful
hallmarks that the Awatere Valley is known for – lifted fruit flavours in the dark berry
spectrum balanced with earthy savoury notes, vibrancy, purity and structure.
The Crossings ‘Wild’ Pinot Noir represents the wilds of the Awatere Valley, where
extreme growing conditions match the rugged terrain of Marlborough, New Zealand.
HARVEST DATES

Sourced from our Medway vineyard, right next to the Awatere River, the site is the
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most inland and experiences extreme diurnal shifts that can soar to 40°C during the
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VINEYARDS
Medway Vineyard (Awatere Valley)
Alc: 12.5%
Titratable Acid: 4.97 g/l
pH: 3.6
Residual Sugar: 1.1 g/l
Vegan Friendly
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day and close to zero overnight. It’s the wildest block on our vineyard!

